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Abstract

In this thesis I endeavor to create an historical corset using a new subset of skills I learned throughout my education at Western Oregon University. I create the corset using skills from classes I have taken in the course of acquiring my degree, through the help of my advisor, and with new skills learned from the research of this project.

It is my wish that I understand and am able to replicate in the future, the steps needed in order to create a corset. This includes pattern making and altering, cutting, stitching and fitting. I also wish to impart that knowledge unto others.

I also impart historical knowledge about the history of the corset through a brief survey of its creation, use and popularity throughout time. Its use as a foundation garment, the different popular materials of the time, popular opinion and social impact of the corset as well. The historical basis of the corset relays its importance in fashion history.

This thesis tracks the steps of this journey through pictures and comments and enables the reader to see how a corset it made through its various steps. The use of pictures enables the work to be seen first-hand instead of merely imagined. This thesis also allows record of what not to do for future projects, or a forewarning for others embarking on the same journey. This thesis allows the reader to not only see my work, but possibly see how interesting the construction of a corset or a garment can be. Perhaps this might inspire projects for the future among those who read this.
Foreword

I chose to build a corset for my thesis because it is something that I have always wanted to do. I have always found corsets beautiful and interesting, especially as the precursor to garments such as brassieres and girdles. I think they are interesting to build, wear and see outfits constructed around. However, I did begin this project with no clue of how to build a corset. The most difficult thing I had made up to that point would be a sack dress, which is not difficult in the least bit.

I wanted to be able to make something complicated that I wanted to keep and would improve the existing sewing skills I had from working in the Western Oregon University Theatre Costume Shop for over a year. While it is true I became very adept at correctly adding closures to garments, excluding zippers, I still learned a lot during my time there and wanted to prove to myself that I could do something out of my league and do it well.

I was very glad to have the opportunity to do this project. It took a lot of work and patience with many parties, but in the end I did what I set out to accomplish. I built an historical corset using modern twists of my own.
Introduction

In this thesis you will find a short history regarding the corset as a garment and social catalyst. I include illustrations of items I mention during the history section. Following that you will see the journey I embarked on in creating this garment as an item to wear myself. I document my triumphs and mistakes through pictures and comments. You will see the final product at the end of the thesis.
A Short Look at Historical and Social Aspects

As a garment, the corset has helped to shape the silhouettes of women, and some men, since the 16th century. As a costume garment, it is essential for certain periods. However, in order to truly appreciate the corset, understanding its history and why it achieved popularity and then declined is important.

The corset is a very influential piece to have in a costume. Some eras have specific silhouettes of the body that were popular which required a corset in order to achieve. For this reason alone, it is very useful to have the experience building a corset can give you. However, building a corset for costume use is different from building a corset for personal use. A costume corset needs to be durable and able to be maintained for a long period of time and many uses. Another thing to consider when building a costume corset is that the wearer may change as seasons change, meaning that building the corset in a way that makes it alterable is very useful.

The corset itself is a difficult piece to build because it is meant to bind the body, so if it does not fit the body, the entire silhouette is off. There are many different components to consider when building a corset, such as material, types of stays used and what silhouette the corset is trying to achieve. The construction of a corset requires many steps and a lot of time. Much of this time is devoted to just making mock ups, or trial garments of inexpensive material, and making sure that the corset fits the body in an appropriate way.

Throughout the corset's history it has been a controversial garment that has been influential to styles and body shapes. The corset has been a foundation garment that the silhouette has been built on since the sixteenth century. Stiff cloth of brocade and silk
became popular during the Renaissance period and contributed to the rise of the corset. This is when it became fashionable to wear a skirt and a bodice as two separate, straight silhouette pieces. These were meant to be straight and tight. This look was achieved with the use of a stiffened bodice underneath of an outer layer of a nicer fabric. This became known as a waistcoat and began to incorporate stiffened linens and whalebone used as a busk at the front and as stays on the sides in order to fulfill the straight look of the period. As with many things in fashion, the corset changed form over time to match popular styles, gliding from the straight front to the spoon front in the 16th century, achieved with a spoon busk, curving in at the waist and out over the abdomen, in the late 1800s, to the shorter straight busk of the early 1900s and many variations in between.

There is reference to corsets from the 16th century which were possibly brought into Europe from the south, such as Spain and Italy. Catherine d’Medici was credited with popularizing the corset in France. “In 1579, Henry Estienne [of France] described the new style: ‘The ladies call whalebone (or something else, in the absence of the latter) their stay, which they put under their breast, right in the middle, in order to keep straighter’” (“The Corset” 7). This fashion sped through the aristocracy and over time trickled down to the peasantry.

In England, working women acquired the costly garments as second hand stays, instead of paying the price for a new one. This helped them to achieve the popular look while still maintaining their finances. Others created their own out of different material, certainly not the costly silk brocade that the aristocracy sported, but leather more often than not. According to Frances Place…“the wives of journeymen tradesmen and
shopkeepers...either wore leather stays or what were called full-boned stays...These were never washed although worn every day for years...half-laced and back as post” (“The Corset” 27). Stays were hard earned, even second hand and not replaced until absolutely necessary. Children were even put into stays beginning in infancy, “girls as young as two years wore miniature corsets to support the body and ‘prevent deformities of the skeleton’” and even little boys were put into stays until the age of six (“The Corset” 12). While men within the aristocracy during the 16th did not wear corsets, they still wore “stiffened doublets and padded codpieces, they also adhered to a model of physical restraint and sartorial display” (“The Corset” 12). (Men’s fashion did incorporate a cinched waist throughout the 1830s and some men continued to wear corsets into the 1850s as back support.) The corset was not attributed to any one figure, but rather grew out of the popular notion that rigidity and straightness of posture was a sign of nobility.

Whalebone, a popular material in original corsets, is not bone at all, but baleen, which is a substance that is hair covered with enamel and is located in the mouth of the “Right Whale”. These “The hair fibres run parallel and quite even so that a plate of baleen may be split its entire length to any degree of thinness without impairing its peculiar quality of lightness, elasticity and flexibility” (Waugh 167). Baleen is also mold-able with heat and will retain the molded form when cold. In later centuries, spiral steel stays and solid spring steel busks replaced the whalebone and are used today. Other busk materials are oxhorn, ebonite, gutta-percha, steel and hardened brass.

Although the advances in spiral steel stays do not come until later, there are second source pictures of iron corsets (and even some remaining specimens of iron
corsets in museums) during the late 16th century that are used as orthopedic support for spinal deformities, not as intense stays for fashion purposes. These were full of holes, not solidly iron, so that the corsets could be lighter. These were then covered in silk and brocade and padded so they did not hurt the wearer.

One of the reasons that corsets were advocated for originally, in addition to the popular fashion, is that doctors claimed that women were frail and needed the extra support a corset could give them (Freeman). One woman even went so far as to claim that “your corset is more like a new layer of muscles than an artificial extraneous article of dress” (“The Corset” 42). Good posture is also advocated for by the Corset and Brassiere Association of America with the logic that “once the abdomen is flattened and the small of the back is straightened via good corsetry, the pattern for good posture is set” (Corset and Brassiere Association of America Foundations for Fashion 3). This line of thinking has been present in regards to the corset since the 16th century when the corset and its rigidity became popular. The corset continued to be popular throughout the 19th century due to the social pressure of propriety. A proper young woman wore a corset. The more confined she was, the more modest she was according to society’s rules. This was not true of tight-lacers, however. Tight-lacing was frowned upon as something that was immoral.

Due to the extreme popularity of the corset, the manufacture of the garment expanded and gradually grew to employ as many as 10 thousand in London in 1842 with nearly 25 thousand employees in provincial England (Corset and Brassiere Association of America Foundations for Fashion 21F). Initially, the manufacturers of corsets were men, but by the 1800s women had claimed the right to clothe other women
and slowly pushed the number of men to 1 in every 25 corsetiere. The corset trade exploded after the introduction of Isaac Singer’s sewing machine in 1857. One company, the Symington Collection, expanded so much that they had 150 different styles of corsets to choose from between the years of 1856 and 1900 (Page V).

Although initial advocacy for the corset sped through the masses, by the late 19th century, popular movements formed to protest corsets through Dress Reform. The intent of this movement was to lessen the use of corsets and especially the practice of tight-lacing. Popular belief detailed that tight-lacing was a disgraceful practice that many women participated in. These women were viewed as immoral, wanton and silly. Dress reformers held the view that dress should reflect rationality and female dress did not. Some even viewed the corset as a sexual thing, inciting lust by revealing the form.

Some doctors of the time concluded that the use of a corset and especially tight-lacing altered the body by compressing the lungs and rearranging the internal organs. This put extreme pressure on sensitive areas such as the uterus, causing it to prolapse outside of the body; this was especially common after multiple pregnancies (“The Corset” 76). Doctors corrected this condition with a contraption that was inserted into the body and pushed the uterus back into its proper place. Doctors also concluded that corsets were commonly linked to still births as corsets were still. According to Steele, it is possible that some women used tight-lacing to purposely abort a fetus (“The Corset” 76). This was one of the many reasons reformers protested corsets as well. They believed it interfered with a woman’s reproductive abilities and cried “O, young women! O, young mothers! Undo your girdles! Do not be afraid to admit that from birth heaven created you to become mothers” (“The Corset” 59). Due also to the pressure on
the lungs, many women swooned while wearing corsets. Another matter under pressure to reform was the use of long skirts, which trailed on the ground and gathered dirt. The long skirt was also under scrutiny for soliciting sexual lust when the skirt was lifted off the ground in order to move and revealed a woman’s limbs beneath it.

One solution to dress reform was supposedly to introduce androgynous clothing for both sexes, called equality clothing, so much so that it might be hard to tell the sexes apart (Fischer 33). The women would be clothed in pantaloons and a jacket that reached the knees. Both men and women would essentially wear larger versions of what the children wore during that time. Another reaction in dress reform was the anti-fashion sect, which required the participants to pay attention to what was in vogue, but do the opposite of what was fashionable at that point in time (Fischer 29). At one point there was also pressure to introduce anti-corset legislation, but “the corset trade was too important an economic factor (especially in terms of the export trade) for any French politician seriously to consider legislation against it” (Kunzle 184). Not many countries were in favor of this course of action because the corset trade was so widespread and impacting.

In reality, dress reform was not very successful, but did affect fashion somewhat. The tea gown became a popular mode of dress around 1900 as it provided an opportunity to escape the corset but was still fashionable. The growing popularity of sports such as gymnastics and bicycling caused the alteration of garments to accommodate these sports (Fischer 171). Paul Poirot “declared war on the corset” because “he considered the division of the female body into two—a heavy bosom at the front and a jutting derriere at the back—simply ridiculous” (Seeling 24). His
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contribution to fashion had a large impact. He designed a long robe with a long skirt that began under the bust and fell straight to the floor. This design revealed the figure in a way that made the wearer appear youthful, supple, and obviously corset-less. He used his wife, who was slim and graceful, as his premiere model. After he ushered in a new mode of fashion, the corset officially declined near the 1920s when the ideal silhouette models after the Gibson girl in the slim and straight fashion. This look was achieved using corselettes, a longer version of the corset that extended past the hips using rubber and elastic, or even bandeaus, which flattened the breasts.

Under the deft hands of Paul Poiret, and Coco Chanel, whose designs using light jersey knit revolutionized popular fashion in her own way, the corset declined in favor of garments that allowed women to move more freely, cost less and revealed a woman’s actual figure instead of the figure of her corset. The corset made a brief reappearance in the 1950s due to Christian Dior and his luxurious ball gowns. Their meaning, however, changed the way the corset was seen. In this context the corset was no longer necessary, but the height of fashion for an evening out. More recently, Christian Lacroix popularized the corset as outerwear in the 1980s. The corset even made a special appearance in Madonna’s Blond Ambition Tour in the early 1990s. Now the corset is seen as a statement, one that empowers women with the ability to choose whether she wants to flout a corset for a specific outing. If she does, now she is just as likely to wear a corset on the outside, as opposed to underneath her clothing as a foundation garment.

It is clear that corset has been an important fashion garment that helped to shape current fashion for centuries. Following the s-shape that the corset has cut into history is an important aspect of understanding the impact of the corset for costuming purposes as
well as appreciating the corset as a powerful asset for fashion. Although it is not used heavily now, recognizing the period of time which the corset was essential is important.
Illustrations as per a Short Historical and Social Look

*Below*, iron corsets once used for back problems. Please see the List of Illustrations on page 129.
Above, the corset used during the Elizabethan era.
Above, a bodice from the 1660s, which would go over the stays.
Below, the corset used in the 17th century.
Above, the corset used in the 17th century.
Above, the corset during the 18th century.
Below, the corset during the 18th century.
Left, the corset during the 18th century.
Left, the corset in the Victorian Era.
Even though they do not look like they have corsets, many flappers had to tamp down their bodies using girdles in order to achieve the boyish look of the 1920s.
Left, a uterine supporter for help with a prolapsed uterus due to the corset.
Above, corsets from the Symington Collection.
Above, more corsets from the Symington Collection.
Left, a child stay from the Symington collection.

Right, a bloomer girl in her proposed bloomers during the Dress Reform.
Left, a corset opposing design by Poiret.

Below, another corset opposing design by Coco Chanel.
Dior, 1950s, returns the corset to fashion.
Christian LaCroix reintroduces the historical inspired corset into high fashion, 1990s.
The Constructive Process

Choosing a Pattern

The first action of this project required me to decide what kind of a corset I wanted to create. I found my ideal corset in a book cataloguing undergarments from the Victoria and Albert Museum (below). I loved the fact that it was smooth, had a wasp-waist and distinctive lines, making it stand out. Unfortunately, I was unable to locate a pattern that I thought was acceptable in order to duplicate this corset, so I had to turn elsewhere. During the acquisition of research, I found comments regarding Jill Salen’s Corsets: Historical Patterns and Techniques. I found an historical pattern from the 1890s inside of this book and decided to base my project off of that corset.
This corset struck me because it had a very distinctive curve to it. It definitely encompasses the wasp-waist style that was popular during the 1890s and that I am fond of. However, this corset is extremely frivolous with all of the lace and flossing. Flossing, as you can see in the picture above, are the flowers that are sewn into the corset with thread. These are in place so that the bones are unable to move around very much or poke out the top of the fabric. Another unique feature of this corset is the bust. Instead of having a flat bust like the brown corset on the previous page, this corset has bust gussets, lifting the bust away from the chest instead of compressing it.

Having chosen a corset, the next step was to duplicate the pattern provided out of the book. I made a copy of the pattern and cut out the different panels so that I could replicate them.
Replicating the Pattern

I first began doing this by measuring from point A to point B and doubling the measurement, then drawing it onto a separate piece of paper. This however, was very inaccurate and did not produce the desired result. From there, Sandy Hedgepeth, my advisor, suggested that I use radial drafting, which was similar to what I was trying to do, but more accurate.

I used the copy of the pattern and taped it to the bottom of a piece of butcher paper. Using a central point, point A, I moved around the pattern. I would measure from point A to the next point at the top of the panel. I would then double the measurement, but keep the same angle using a ruler, so that I was creating a larger pattern, as you can see in the picture below. This enabled me to make a duplicate pattern without altering any aspect of it. I continued this practice for all six of the panels, the center back (shown at right), the side back, side front, center front, bust gusset left and bust gusset right.

It was very important also, to keep everything meticulously labeled. Corset panels seem similarly shaped, so they are easy to mix up. Some mix ups even come when trying to determine whether you are looking at the right side of the pattern piece, which represents the "right", or attractive side of the fabric, or the wrong side of the pattern. Labeling
correctly can save a lot of hassle in the long run. Below, there is another example of a panel, the side front panel, that I replicated using the radial drafting method. Shown clearly in the picture below is the seam allowance, or the extra inch of paper that is used for extra allowance during the actual construction of the garment. At this stage of pattern drafting, that is not actually needed, so I had to cut that away. The seam allowance is not added until after you have lain out the patterns on the fabric and traced it, in order to give the cutter more flexibility.

The next step in pattern drafting was to estimate how I needed to change the pattern to fit my body. The person the corset originally belonged to was much smaller than me, possibly around five feet tall and generally smaller around, as people during this time period tended to be petite. I am 5'6”, 26” waist, 34” bust, 38” hip and so the original pattern would not work for me. The pattern needed to be longer and bigger around. Adding length is not very difficult, so I was able to take care of that first. All I did, at
Sandy Hedgepeth's direction, was add two inches in length. I cut across the middle of
the body panels, the center back, side back, side front and center front, going through
the width of these pieces. I then inserted a two inch strip of paper into that gap and cut
around the paper to fit the original lines of the pattern. Below is a picture of the piece
of paper that added
length. On the
following page is a
picture of the panel
once I added the
length into it. You can
see the line for the
two inch gap between
my fingers.

On the
following page, you
can also see how
clean the pattern
looks, despite having
altered it. Notice I still
have the seam
allowance attached to
Below, the side front with added length and accidentally retained seam allowance.
Creating the Mockup

With the pattern completed, the next step in the process of construction is to create a mockup. A mockup is a practice garment before you use the actual, and usually expensive, fabric. For my mockup, Sandy allowed me to choose some jean material out of her stock of cloth in the costume shop. Jean is sometimes used for corset mockups because it is much stiffer than muslin, which is used for normal garments. The actual fabric that corsets are usually made from, coutil, is extremely stiff. After all, the point of a corset is to create a foundation which basically alters your body in order to fit the silhouette of the time period. You cannot achieve this look, in my case the wasp waist look of the 1890s, if your wobbly bits are still allowed to wobble and your bulging bits are still bulging. In the case of corsets, stiff is good. The jean that I chose was stiff, not stretch jean, and even on the bias, or the diagonal direction of the fabric, it did not move very much.

After completing the pattern and choosing mockup material, the first step in the mockup is laying out the fabric on the table. You want to have the fabric doubled so that you only have to trace out the pattern one time. A pattern only has one side of the garment etched out, and then you create the other, opposite side when you double the fabric when you cut it out. In order to trace onto both layers of fabric, you generally use a tracing board, which slides underneath of the fabric and lies against the cork table. Using pins, the fabric is pinned to the tracing board so that there is a smaller margin of error. You pin the pattern pieces over the top of the fabric and then use tracing paper and a tracing wheel to make your marks on the actual fabric.
In my case, I used yellow tracing paper because it was the brightest against the blue fabric. Unfortunately, I forgot to put the tracing board underneath of the fabric, so I had to go back and retrace the second half of the garment. I was very careful to remember to flip the pattern over onto its opposite side, as the second half of the garment is the opposite of the first half of the garment. Below, you can see all six of the pattern pieces, the tracing paper with its yellow edge, and the tracing wheel, which you press into the tracing paper underneath of the pattern to stick the color onto the fabric. Notice how many pins are used so that the fabric and the pattern pieces cannot move around.
Jean fabric, doubled over and pinned for the first mockup.

*Below,* you can see a picture of me tracing a pattern piece using tracing paper and wheel.
Right, measuring the distance of the pieces from the selvedge. This is so that you are cutting on the same grain direction for each piece. The idea is that if you control the grain direction, the garment will not stretch in odd ways once it is on the body.
Measuring from piece to piece to maintain the direction of the grain.

The next step in construction after tracing out the mockup: cutting it out. Again, as the pieces are cut away, it is very important to meticulously label so that things do not get very confusing as you sew the pieces together. While some pieces, such as the center back and the center front are very distinctive, the other pieces were so similar to each other, that I sometimes found myself confused on whether they were the right pieces and whether they were upside down and backwards. Labeling almost became paranoia for me.

As I cut out the pieces and labeled them, I also set them out as they would be if I were to actually piece them together. This was a fun trick to not only show myself how much I had already done, but to make sure that the pieces seemed to fit together correctly. On the following page, you can see Mockup #1 laid out before I began sewing.
Mockup #1 laid out and ready to be sewn. *From top left*, bust gussets, *left*: center front, side front, side back, center back, side back, side front, center front, bust gussets.

Notice on the panels on the far left and right, the center front, (the one with the diagonal bottom and the chunk missing out of the top middle, right beneath the bust gussets) how deep that chunk is cut out of the panel. That is where the bust gussets go. This panel is the one I started with, adding the side front and then the bust gussets to it. It was actually surprisingly difficult. It felt like the bust gussets did not want to fit together with the piece. On the original pattern, there are hash marks that are used to line up pieces correctly. Even utilizing those hash marks, it took me about half an hour (on each side) to put the bust gussets onto the center front panel.

What I did initially was keep the bust gussets separate and sew them one at a time onto the center front panel. This was very difficult to line up and the stiffness of
the jean fabric did not want to be manipulated into the curves of the bust. If the jean material did not like it, the coutil that would come later certainly would not want to cooperate. Having added the side front panel to the center front panel first actually made everything more difficult as well, as sewing the bust gussets was delicate and having an extra panel's worth of material did not make manipulating the sewing machine any easier. Below and on the following page, the same layout from different angles and adding the side front to the center front.
Above, laying out Mockup #1. Below, pinning the side front to the center front.
When all the pieces had been added to their appropriate mates, I used white thread and stitched over the seam line, so that I knew where the pattern said the closing stitches were supposed to occur. Above is a picture of the first mockup, with the white stitching line in place.

Notice also, how the left and right edges of the garment are turned and ironed flat. I added an eyelet strip to use as an enclosure during the fitting in order to emulate the finished fit as much as possible, as is detailed below.
Before the actual fitting however, I needed to make sure the garment was ready
for the fitting. I ironed all of the seams flat, so that there would not be bulk fighting
against the line of the body. This is an important step to remember as including more
bulk than necessary can ruin the look of the silhouette and garment itself. On the
following page is a picture of the corset with wrong side up, after pressing.
Below, the first mockup, pressed.
Fitting the Mockup

The fitting for the first mockup was an interesting experience. Sandy used shoe laces and tightened the corset so that the edges of the fabric touched where possible. The immediate problem lies in the fact that the center back edges did not line up. The edges at the top and bottom of the corset touched; however, the middle left a gaping hole about five inches wide in the center of my back. This meant that the corset did not fit properly, among other issues that gave evidence to this fact. The bust gussets were too low, the side back and side front panels were too low and too thin as well. In the following picture you can see the corset after it has been fitted. It looks akin to a Frankenstein corset, with crude added bits of fabric and stitching held in place by safety pins.

Notice the large dip in fabric under the arm, where the side front and back are too low. Also notice the extra fabric in place at the bust where we needed to add more fabric. At this point in the process, I was beginning to feel very overwhelmed and dismayed by the fact that this corset did not fit correctly on the first try. Part of the problem with this project, and it was a very serious problem, was
that the pattern for the corset was so different from normal corsets. The bust gussets were the main problem, creating an obstacle that we had no sure way of finding an answer to within the frame of time we had to work on the corset.

I think part of the problem with the bust gussets lie in the fact that the original corset, which you can see below, again, did not use just coutil for the entire corset. Jill Salen estimated that the corset was made from either card, or cording. Cording, in this instance, is what I think they used in the bust in order to make it more flexible. Cording is simply string that is passed through fabric, only in this case, many channels were used side by side to reinforce each other into a set shape, i.e., the bust.
We also chose to add another discrepancy from the original corset in our corset by not including the original straight busk. In the picture above, you can see the busk as the center closure piece. The busk closures are the silver brackets and nails down the center of the corset. The busk is very difficult to work on and is best not included for beginners, which I am, so we decided to omit this piece of the puzzle in favor of a stitched front.

**Drafting the Second Pattern**

After fitting the corset and realizing that I had much to do still, we got to work on drafting a second pattern. This required a lot of Sandy's help, as I had never done this before. Basically, we used the fitted corset and drew out new lines onto the first mockup fabric to denote where the pattern should have gone. We then used the old pattern and a tracing wheel and traced where the new lines would go on the pattern. In the case of the bust and side front/side back pieces, however, we had to add fabric. In order to achieve this in pattern form, we simply taped more paper where it was needed and traced it out.

In the picture below, you can see where the new pattern
piece is much longer than the first mockup denoted. Notice the white stitching line
where the first mockup said the bust gusset ought to end. By changing the bust gusset,
however, we also cut into the side front panel. This meant that we needed to alter the
side front panel in pattern form as well.

In order to make sure all of the pieces fit together after altering them, I needed to
true the pattern, or make sure that each pattern piece was sufficient in length to match
up to the piece next to it. On the next page you will see the new altered side front panel
as I true it to the new center front panel. Truing in the pattern stage makes everything
easier in the long run, because then you are not wasting as much time and material as
getting to the stage where you stitch everything together, and then realizing that the
pieces do not fit properly.
Cutting and Assembling the Second Mockup

The second mockup went very similarly to the first. With the new altered pattern, I cut out jean material for the second mockup, surged the edge so that it did not fray (a step I omitted with the first mockup, which was more annoying than a true hindrance), stitched the pieces together and edged the stitching line in white. I pressed open the seam allowances, added the eyelet strip to the center back edges, and we fitted it. There were only very minor changes that needed to happen from this fitting, which were very easy to correct. Below are the pictures documenting this procedure.

Laying out the new pattern in order to cutout the second mockup.
Above left, surging the pattern. Above right, the edge, surged. Below, the pattern laid out for sewing.
The pattern and fabric laid out for marking and sewing.
You can see the white stitching line, the surged edge, and how closely the fabric matches the pattern beside it. Below, the second mockup center back pattern compared to the original pattern.
Left, the second mockup center back pattern.

Below, the second mockup copy in comparison to the first.
Creating the Final Pattern and Cutting Out the Final Material

After making the minor adjustments needed for the final pattern, I made a new, clean copy of the paper pattern, so it would not be as confusing. I then repeated the process. Below is a picture of the new pattern piece and the two bust gusset pieces ready to be traced and cut out. The bust gusset pieces look very different from their original form. This sometimes happens, as of course, my body is not from the same period as the corset. In the next picture we see that I have remembered the tracing board underneath of the doubled over fabric, and I have laid out the pattern pieces and traced them. This fabric is coutil from Farthingales in Canada. As I am doing a double layer corset, which includes an inner
layer of cloth and an outer layer of cloth, I have two different fabrics. The inner layer is a fine herringbone coutil, extra stiff due to the fine weave, in plain black. This coutil specially made for corset projects. The top layer, or outer layer, is also coutil, but it is black with roses etched into it to make it finer than the inner layer. Below is the inner layer, the basic coutil.
Above, tracing out patterns in the final fabric.

Below, cutting out the center front pattern from the final fabric.
Panels cut out in the inner final fabric, with the seam lines redrawn in silver gel pen so they are easier to see. I found that the yellow tracing line would disappear after a while from touching the fabric while manipulating it and that was a bit of a hindrance when I could not find the sewing line. The gel pen was much more permanent and bright. I lined the sewing line in the gel, and labeled each piece.
Above left, I am surging the inner layer of the final material. Notice how it barely flops as it goes through the machine, like normal material. Since this is coutil, it is very stiff. If I could have gone back and redone this project, I would have washed the fabric before using it, making it more pliable. Without washing it, I felt like I was trying to sew through cardboard. This was especially difficult when I was trying to maneuver pieces for places such as the bust, where there are interesting curves and angles happening that the fabric does not necessarily want to cooperate with.

Above right, you can see the thread left over from surging, which I will then snip off. The point of surging at this point is to keep the edges neat and to keep the fabric from fraying as it is used. It limits the ugliness of the garment and keeps from creating more hazards than necessary.
Above, the inner layer of final fabric is all cut out, surged, labeled and lined. It is ready to pin and put together. I think even the picture shows how flat and stiff the coutil is. Working with that fabric was difficult, especially during later steps.

There were a couple of different philosophies about double layer corsets regarding how they go together. Linda Sparks, author and owner of Farthingales, writes that the best way to put a double layer corset together is to take the two layers and sew each panel from one layer to its match from the other layer, then to sew everything together like normal. Personally, I find that procedure very confusing, so I was not a big fan of that. Sandy Hedgepeth suggested that I just put the two separate layers together as normal, and then sew along the edges once in order to put them together. I go into further detail later.
Above, the bust gusset going together for the inner layer of final fabric. When it opens, it is only one side of the bust, forming a complete cup. You will see this on the next page. The bust gussets were definitely one of the most difficult parts of this corset. It is not something I will lightly seek to reconstruct again.
Right, the entire left side of the inner layer is being sewn together. Being as accurate as possible is a plus because it cuts down on mistakes later. Using a series of double checks, such as labeling, pinning and general intuition is helpful for putting together garments.

Can you see the yellow lines on the leftmost panels? Those are channel markers for later, when I will make boning channels. I decided to put them in just in case it would be too difficult (lumpy) later. These go on every panel, including thick casings on the bust. The thick casings will house 1/2” boning and the rest of the panels will include 1/4” boning, all of which I ordered from Farthingales in Canada. I have to say that this part of the project, putting everything together, was by far my favorite. It made me feel as though I was actually accomplishing what I set out to do, which is a great feeling.
Adding the Piping

After putting the inner layer together, I put the outer layer together, which is virtually the same process as the inner layer, but with different material. I used coutil with roses printed into it. I love the material because it adds a little beauty to otherwise dense material. After cutting the two layers out and piecing them together, the next step was to put the two layers together. Sandy and I decided to start with the top of the garment, stitching the right sides of the two layers together with piping in between them, so that when turned, they would be right side out with piping on the right side. This meant that I needed to make some piping.

I was stuck between blue, red or purple for the piping. I decided on a purple satin cloth for the piping, because it was my favorite from the stash the costume shop already had. I ironed the material and laid it out on a table. I used a rule and cut two inch strips from it going across the bias, or diagonal, of the fabric. The bias contains much more stretch than the straight of grain, which is why it is used for piping, so that it stretches with the material it is piping. I then used cord and folded the purple cloth over it. I used zipper foot attachment and made sure the cord was as snug as it could get as I sewed it into the purple cloth. Voila! Piping.

Next page, the finished piping.
I mentioned that I needed the piping to go in between the two layers of fabric. However, I did not want to sew all three layers at once. I decided to pin the piping to the outer layer of the corset first, since that side would be visible to everyone. I had to redo this a couple of times because I would start and end with too little on each side, which was wrong and very frustrating. In the end, I pinned all the way to the center of the bust, drew out about four inches of piping, and then restarted on the other side of the bust. The extra piping was drawn out because I did not want the busts to be connected to each other.

While putting together the two layers, Sandy and I decided that perhaps the complication of the bust from the original corset was that it was not meant to be attached at the décolletage. We decided that part of the intention of the bust was that you lift your bust, set the corset around you, and then tighten it, giving your bust lift. This is different from most corsets as they tend to tamp down on your bust. So we left about two inches open right at the center front so that the bust was able to have some room to work.

So the extra piping was in place so that I could finish it separately from the other piping. I then stitched the other layer on top of the outer layer and the piping. Keeping the right sides together, I was able to decide how I wanted the center bust to look. It was a toss-up between doing a heart shaped thing with it or a rectangular cutout. I ended up just going with the rectangular cut out because it was cleaner and had less of a Star Trek feel to it. Actually, about the time I was making all of these decisions, the Golden Globes were happening. Sandra Bullock had a red dress that had the exact same rectangular bust cutout in it. I think I made the right decision. So with the piping along
the bust finished, I was able to turn the layers so that their right sides were out. I then had to re-turn it and iron down the seam allowances because there was too much bulk there.
Adding the piping to the outer layer.

About to pin the two layers and the piping together.
Above, the right sides are still together and I peeled down the center front about two inches down and two inches wide to create space in the bust. I will have to secure it with high polymer thread and sew it by hand to keep it in place, shown on the next page. I finish the piping here by tucking it into the inside of the corset.
After ironing everything down, before turning it again, I needed to remove some seam allowance, and with it, extra bulk. This was a little nerve wracking, because if I had done this entire step wrong, I would probably need to go quite a few steps back in order to fix it, possibly even back to re-cutting fabric. Any time you cut fabric away, you really need to think about whether you are making the right decision. In this case, it was a good decision and I did not need to go back and fix anything.
Removing the seam allowance at the top.
Above, the bust cut is finished, the piping is done and the garment has been ironed and turned.
Adding the Channels and Bones

The next step toward finishing the corset was creating the bone channels. I tried to use the yellow lines I had originally marked for the bone channels from the pattern, however, that did not end up look right. Instead, I started in the middle and worked my way out, measuring everything so the bone channels looked symmetrical. When I stitched the channels, one very important thing to remember was to keep the panels all pinned at the seam so that they could not move side to side and make the corset lopsided.
With the bone channels stitched, I began to measure the length of the channels in order to start cutting the bones. I then use the measurements and stretch the bones out so that they can be measured, and cut them using a C7 tool, which is actually used for air pipe for air compressors, but worked dandy on my little project. In fact, I cut bones in 2008 for the Western Oregon University Theatre production *The Mystery of Edwin Drood*, in which many of the women were wearing corsets. We used needle nose pliers and wire cutters to cut through the bone. This process for one corset would take about four hours, on the short end. It was awful. Your hands would hurt for days afterward as well. The C7 was amazing and it only took about two hours for me to cut all 32 bones.
Top, measuring bones, above, the C7 and boning as it’s about to be cut.
The trick with the bones is to cut one side of it, and then the other. The bones are actually made out of spiral steel, so you can snip one side, then the other and it will snap off of the line. Once a bone has been cut out, you have to cap it to keep the steel from poking through the fabric and into the wearer. I ordered U-tips. Which look a little like horseshoes and slip over the end of the bone and you squeeze the middle, below, and then the edges of the cap, next page, top.
The finished bone, cut, capped, and ready to insert.
Inserting the Bones

I had bit of difficulty putting in the bones in the center of the corset, where the busts are. The reason behind this is because there are bust gussets in this corset, there is seam allowance at the bottom of them, and in order to insert the bones, they have to go through the opening in the seam allowance, which is not visible. So, I was basically poking a bone into the corset in the dark, which was fine, until the cap decided to pop off and get stuck inside of the corset. That was not good. In order to get the cap out, I had to pop open a stitch and reach in and poke it out with a stick. So I had to develop another method.
I ended up using the stick, or barbecue skewer, and inserting it first, below. I poked around until I found the opening of the seam allowance and the skewer poked through to the bust, which we could see the outline of and feel. So I then inserted a safety pin and used that to lift the fabric away from the skewer where the bust seam allowance was. This way when the bone was inserted, next page, there was room to maneuver without losing the cap off the top of the bone. It wasn't fool proof though, seeing as I lost two or three more caps after that, but it ended up getting the job done.

After all of the bone was inserted, we decided to have another quick fitting to make sure everything was fine before we closed up the corset. I reattached the eyelet tape to the ends where the lacing bones would go and the fitting went really well. The bust looked better, but honestly, not the prettiest there ever was. Again, the bust was the negative aspect of this corset.
Above, the eyelet tape attached where the lacing bone should be.

Closing the Sides and Adding the Lacing Bone  After the fitting was completed, I closed up the sides of the corset, left. Following that, I needed to add the lacing bone. The lacing bone is a strip of steel about 13" long, which varies depending on what you order, with holes for grommets in it. You insert it between the two layers of the fabric and then insert grommets into the
holes so that when the corset is laced, it has a firm surface to brace against. Sometimes corsets contain two bones set on either side of the lacing panel to reinforce it, but I feel that the lacing bone is much cleaner. *Below*, pinning the sides closed.
Left,
inserting the
lacing bones.
After inserting the
bone, I placed it in
the middle of the
panel, and
penciled in the
holes where I felt
the grommets
should go.
*Right*, the grommet holes are placed with pencil.
*Left.* I edged the bottom of the bones and lacing bone with back stitches so that they would not fall out.
Setting the Grommets

After setting the grommet holes, I needed to set the grommets. I used Sandy's hand grommet setter on the floor of the costume shop. You set the hat of the grommet upward on the bottom plate, then place the setter with the grommet top in, and tap it together with a hammer. I ran into some unfortunate complications when I placed the grommets backwards, putting the black finished part on the inside of the corset instead of the outside where it belongs. I had an interesting experience with needle nose pliers to get those grommets out and redo them.
Finishing the Bottom Piping

After the grommets were set and finished, I had one more edge that needed finishing: the bottom. I had another strip of purple piping set aside for the bottom. All I did was attach that to the outer layer like before. However, instead of having something to turn over, I had to turn under the piping, the outer layer and the inner layer, and hand stitch it down while keeping it taut so it would look nice. This was one of my favorite parts because I love to hand sew.

*Left*, I am adding the piping to the bottom.
After finishing the piping, the very last thing to do was lace piping. *Top*, stitching up the bottom piping. *Left*, the finished bottom piping.
Reviewing the Patterns and Mockups

*Above,* the pattern for mockup #1

*Below,* the center back panel for mockup #1
Above, the side back panel of mockup #1

Below, the side front panel of mockup #1
Above, the bust gussets of mockup #1

Below, the center front panel of mockup #1
Above, the center back panel of mockup #1 needs to be taken in.

Below, the side back panel of mockup #1 also needs to be taken in.
Above, the side front panel of mockup #1 needs taken in.

Below, the center front panel of mockup #1 needs taken in, but only a small amount.
Above, the bust of mockup #1 needs to be extended to the drawn line and the panels need to be extended too.

Below, the bottom edge of the corset is pinned for length.
Above, the top of the center back panel of mockup #2 needs taken in slightly.

Below, the bottom of the center back panel of mockup #2 needs to be taken in as well.
Above, the center back of mockup #2 needs taken in, as shown on opposite side.

Below, the side back of mockup #2 needs taken in just slightly.
Above, the bust which was extended, needs taken in right at the center for mockup #2.

Below, mockup #2 lined and completed.
Above, the pattern for mockup #2

Below, the center back panel for mockup #2
Above, the side back panel of mockup #2

Below, the side front panel of mockup #2, notice how large the curve at the top is compared to the same panel from mockup #1
Above, the bust gussets for mockup #2

Below, the center front panel for mockup #2
Above, the center back panels of mockup #1 (top) and mockup #2.

Below, the side back panels of mockup #1 (top) and mockup #2.
Above, the side front panel of mockup #1 (top) and mockup #2

Below, the bust gussets of mockup #1 (top) and mockup #2.
Above, the center front panel of mockup #1 (top) and mockup #2.

Below, the final pattern.
Above, the final center back.

Below, the final side back.
Above, the final side front.

Below, the final bust gusset.
Above, the final center front.

Below, a comparison of the three center back panels.
Above, a comparison of the three side back panels.

Below, a comparison of the three side front panels.
Above, the three bust gusset panels.

Below, the three center front panels.
Above, mockup #1.

Below, mockup #2.
Above, the finished corset.

Left, a progression of mockups and the final product. Notice how much bigger they get as they continue, both in width and length.
The bottom piping of the corset.
Above, the bottom piping of the front of the corset, viewed from the inside.

Below, the bottom piping viewed from the front.
Above, the bust with the cutout and piping.

Below, the bust cutout and piping finished off into the corset itself.
Above, the lacing bone with grommets set into it.

Left, the back of the corset as it should look when laced.
The finished corset viewed from the front on me. Taken by Meghan Leigh Keffer, photography and art student at Western Oregon University.
The corset, extremely boned and yet possesses a strong curve with the body.
A close-up of the front of the corset. Notice how awkward the bust looks. I feel that it is too stiff to accomplish what the original pattern was able to.
The corset from the back. Notice how tightly it is laced, down to about 1/2", which is how it is supposed to fit.
Notice how high the top of the corset goes up: right between the shoulder blades. It limits your posture to correct posture, especially with the steel lacing bones in place right along the spine.
You can distinctly see how the corset pinches in the waist in this picture, creating the wasp-waist look.
The curve of the corset and how tightly it is laced is apparent in this picture showing the back of the corset.
The final garment from the back.
Conclusion

This was a very interesting project, as it required a lot of skill that I did not previously possess. I had to think outside of my box quite a bit on this one. Sandy Hedgepeth, my advisor, saw a lot of me during the two months I worked on creating this corset. We both have a lot of things that we could change if we were able to redo this project. The main thing we would change would be the pattern. A simpler, cleaner pattern would have been easier and actually looked better than the one that I chose. The bust was the main problem, as I have said many times. Without knowing exactly how the original corset was made, it is very difficult to replicate properly. Perhaps one day I will go to the Victoria and Albert Museum in England and try to find the original corset.

I was very glad to be able to complete this as my thesis project, however. It expanded my skill set considerably and allowed me to work on a project from start to finish. I learned how to create a pattern and alter it, as well as true a pattern and put the actual garment together. Prior to the project, the most complicated garment I had put together from start to finish was a sack dress, which is not complicated at all.

I would very much like to repeat this experience using a different pattern. I think it would turn out great, especially considering that I know what not to do on round two. Namely, give yourself a lot of time, be patient, and choose the right pattern in the first place. This project took me about two solid months with some days including up to eight hours of work. I sometimes did not leave the costume shop until after 11 or 12pm. Still, it was very educational and something I have always wanted to do, so I regret nothing (except for the bust problem).
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